Exhibit 36
EYES ONLY - ON ABU ZUBAYDAH AS OF 1900 HOURS (LOCAL TIME) 02 AUGUST 2002

SUBJECT: EYES ONLY - ON ABU ZUBAYDAH AS OF 1900 HOURS (LOCAL TIME) 02 AUGUST 2002

1. ACTION REQUIRED: -- PLEASE ENSURE THAT SUBSTANTIVE PORTIONS OF INFORMATION BELOW ARE SHARED WITH FBI HQS MARKED ATTENTION
MEDICAL/FEEDING PROTOCOL DURING THE FIRST 72 HOURS OF THE NEXT PHASE OF INTERROGATIONS.

2. OVERALL STATE OF PLAY: IC SERE PSYCHOLOGISTS WALKED THROUGH THE CONFINEMENT BOX AND WATER BOARD SEQUENCES OF THE NEXT PHASE OF INTERROGATIONS FOR THE BENEFIT OF RECENTLY ARRIVED PHYSICIAN [ ] OMS PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT [ ] ALSO REHEarsed EMERGENCY MEDICAL PROCEDURES. [ ] TEAM IS READY TO MOVE TO THE NEXT PHASE OF INTERROGATIONS IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT OF APPROVALS/AUTHORIZATION FROM ALEC/HEADQUARTERS. IT IS OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT DOJ/ATTORNEY GENERAL APPROVALS FOR ALL PORTIONS OF THE NEXT PHASE, INCLUDING THE WATER BOARD, HAVE BEEN SECURED, BUT THAT FINAL APPROVAL IS IN THE HANDS OF THE POLICY MAKERS.

3. ATMOSPHERIC/BEHAVIORAL COMMENTS: SUBJECT IS CURRENTLY IN DAY 45 OF THE ISOLATION PHASE. DURING THE NIGHT AND DAY, THE GENERAL ROUTINE INCLUDED EATING BEANS AND RICE (AUGMENTED BY VITAMINS), DRINKING WATER AND ENSURE, WALKING ABOUT HIS CELL, STRETCHING HIS BACK, SINGING, PRAYING, AND SLEEPING. OVERALL, SUBJECT CONTINUES TO APPEAR QUITE BORED AND HIS SITUATION REMAINS UNCHANGED. HE SHOWED NO SIGNS OF SEVERE EMOTIONAL DISTRESS.

4. THREAT UPDATE: NO NEW THREAT INFORMATION TO REPORT.

5. MEDICAL UPDATE: CONDITION STABLE. DRESSING CHANGE AT 1030 HOURS. WOUND CONTINUES TO HEAL WELL. NO SIGNS OF INFECTION.

NOTE: [ ] TEAM IN CONSULTATION WITH [ ] PHYSICIAN [ ] AND [ ] OMS PA [ ] HAVE WORKED OUT A PROTOCOL TO HAVE SUBJECT FED ENSURE AND/OR SOY MILK DURING THE FIRST 72 HOURS OF THE INTERROGATION. THIS WILL FACILITATE OUR ABILITY TO CONDUCT INTERROGATIONS AT RANDOM WITHOUT HAVING TO ACCOMMODATE LONG PERIODS OF DIGESTION. THIS WILL ALSO MINIMIZE THE POTENTIAL THAT SUBJECT WILL Vomit DURING THE WATER BOARD SEQUENCE (IF THE LATTER TECHNIQUE IS APPROVED BY POLICY MAKERS). PRESENTLY, SUBJECT IS FED A LARGE BOWL OF BEANS AND RICE AND ENSURE ONCE A DAY. AFTER THE FIRST 72 HOURS SMALL MEALS WILL BE INTRODUCED AT RANDOM TIMES, BASED ON INTERROGATION SCHEDULE. UNLESS OTHERWISE ADVISED BY PHYSICIANS AND OTHER RELEVANT ELEMENTS AT HQS, THIS WILL BE THE PROTOCOL INSTITUTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT PHASE OF INTERROGATIONS.

END OF MESSAGE
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